
"Well   son   you   did   it,   didn't   think   you   would   but   you   did"   Bellows   an   ageing   drill   sergeant,   congratulating  
the   new   recruit   whilst   patting   him   on   the   back,   the   recruit   stumbles   but   manages   to   keep   his   feet.  
 
The   drill   sergeant   was   the   biggest   human   the   recruit   had   ever   seen,   battle   scarred   from   the   numerous  
campaigns   in   the   distant   past   but   still   sharp   as   ever,   with   the   reactions   that   the   recruit   could   only   dream  
of.  
 
“What’s   your   name   son?”  
 
“Geoffrey   sir”  
 
“No   son,   you   don’t   understand,   Geoffrey   is   no   name   for   an   operative,   you   need   a   handle   that   has  
meaning,   you   need   something   with   a   bit   of   punch”   the   sarge   punches   out   with   huge   fist,   his   other   arm  
round   the   recruit’s   shoulders.  
 
The   drill   sergeant   was   a   tough   son   of   a   bitch,   hard,   ruthless,   he   wouldn’t   accept   surrender,   probably   the  
reason   he   had   a   soft   spot   for   Geoffrey.    On   paper   Geoffrey   was   one   of   the   worse   recruits   that   passed  
through   Meny,   but   he   struggled   on,   hurdle   after   hurdle   Geoffrey   never   gave   up.    Poor   in   all   areas   accept  
one;   Geoffrey   had   more   willpower   and   determination   than   anyone   else   the   sarge   had   ever   trained.  
 
“What   do   you   think   sarge?”   the   recruit   looked   up   to   the   sarge   with   a   nervous   look   on   his   face.  
 
“Son   this   is   the   last   lesson   I’ll   give   you   so   listen   carefully.    See   this”   the   sarge   pumps   his   bicep   in   front   of  
Geoffrey’s   face,   it   was   as   large   as   a   grapefruit   “nothing,   this   doesn’t   mean   squat.    Now   this”   pointing   to  
his   head   “this   is   everything,   if   you   haven’t   got   it   upstairs   then   you   can   kiss   your   arse   goodbye.    Half   the  
recruits   you   see   pass   through   here   will   be   dead   before   they   see   any   B.P.N   colour   other   than   blue,   too  
much   of   this”   the   sarge   shows   his   bicep   again.  
 
“The   only   thing   you   can   rely   on   son   is   yourself,   you   never   cracked,   not   once   did   I   see   the   look   of   a   loser  
in   your   eyes,   you   may   have   been   scared,   fuck   me   everyone   gets   scared.    One   thing   I’ll   say   for   ya   is   you  
made   the   right   choice   at   the   right   time,   cool   in   the   face   of   adversity   that’s   worth   a   lot”  
 
“Thank   you   sarge”  
 
“Don’t   thank   me   son,   just   telling   you   the   facts,   you   still   need   to   workout,   recoil   can   be   a   killer.    Now   son  
have   you   thought   of   a   name   yet?”  
 
Geoffrey   looked   down   at   the   ground,   and   thought   carefully   about   what   he   should   call   himself.  
 
“I   think   Phoenix   sir,   I   may   have   spent   my   beginnings   trampled   in   the   ground   but   I   will   rise   above   it   all”  
 
“Phoenix   heh”   the   sarge   nods   “then   go   Phoenix,   welcome   to   the   rest   of   your   life.  
 
 


